
WHAT IS A PSYCHOLOGICAL THEORY?

Max Coltheart’s (this issue) starting point is that
theories concerning cognitive functions can be
expressed solely at the psychological level, that is,
with no reference to the physical basis of the
psychological processes of interest.

This is not an uncontroversial view, considered
both historically, and with reference to more recent
models of cognitive functions.

Historically, if one gives a cursory look at books
such as the History of Experimental Psychology by
Edwin G. Boring (1950), or, more specifically, the
Principles of Psychology by William James (1895),
it is apparent that the amount of pages (Boring, 1950)
devoted to topics such as “Psychophysiology”,
“Phrenology and the mind-body problem”,
“Physiology of the brain”, “Physiological
psychology of sensation”, and “Brain function” (in
the section of ‘Later trends in modern psychology’)
is quite substantial. Similarly, in James’ Principles
(1895), neurological data are discussed at length, and
many mental processes are considered in both their
psychological and neural aspects, for instance: “The
perception of time” and its cerebral process,
“Memory” (retention and reproduction are both
caused by paths of association in the brain),
“Attention” (the neural process in attention).
Interestingly, no such discussion of neural aspects is
made for topics such as the “Stream of thought” and
“The consciousness of self”.

If we agree with Boring (1950) that
“experimental psychology was getting its start
within experimental physiology” (p. 27), subsequent
developments kept the relationships between the
functional and the neural aspects more or less close.
Wundt may be seen as an early example of a loose
relationship (in fact, he chose psychophysical
parallelism to deal with the mind-body problem)
(Boring, 1950). Gestalt psychologists such as
Wertheimer, Koffka and Köhler put forward brain-
based models for perception (Boring, 1950). Models
of psychological function may then be, in principle,
brain- or not brain-based (Morton, 1984).

Purely psychological models, namely models
that do not include in their functional structure any
neural element, are however, in my view,

incomplete and insufficient. This is suggested by
the fact that adjudicating between competing
models on the sole basis of psychological empirical
data may be difficult, if not impossible.

In the 1950-1970 period, a remarkable amount
of empirical evidence accumulated to suggest that
human memory should be conceived as including
two separate components (short-term memory and
long-term memory), with distinct functional
properties and representational formats (Baddeley,
1976; Glanzer, 1972). The alternative, time-
honored, unitary view was maintained for a while,
with the basic argument that the empirical evidence
(short-term forgetting, repetition of supra-span
units) could be still interpreted in terms of a single
system (Melton, 1963). The neuropsychological
evidence was however regarded as crucial by
Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968), who wrote: “…
Workers of a traditional bent have argued against
dichotomizing memory… Any single-process
system making a fair attempt to explain the mass
of data currently available must, of necessity, be
sufficiently complex that the term single process
becomes a misnomer… Still, some justification of
our decision [i.e., to fractionate memory into short-
term memory and long-term memory, my note]
would seem indicated at this point. For this reason
we turn to what is perhaps the single most
convincing demonstration of a dichotomy in the
memory system: the effects of hippocampal lesions
reported by Milner…” (pp. 96-97). 

The implication of this statement is two-fold: (i)
neuropsychological evidence may help in
adjudicating between competing psychological
models; (ii) such models are brain-based, namely
specific subsystems are localized in discrete brain
regions (Brodmann’s areas, cortico-subcortical
networks). At the level of spatial resolution
discussed by Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968), a
particular functional box (long-term memory) was
localized in the hippocampal region of the medial
temporal lobe. The other box (short-term memory)
was subsequently found to be localized in the
premotor frontal-posterior parietal cortex (Vallar,
2002; Vallar and Papagno, 2002).

A second, very recent, and, therefore, not yet
definite in all its implications, example is an
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anatomo-clinical correlation study showing that the
neurological correlates of unawareness
(anosognosia) for left hemiplegia include the right
premotor cortex (Brodmann’s areas 6 and 44)
(Berti et al., 2005). This result, in addition to
corroborating models where consciousness is, as
other cognitive systems, multi-componential, and
may therefore be selectively impaired (Bisiach and
Geminiani, 1991), suggests, more generally, that
the modules involved in the (conscious) monitoring
of a particular function (in the present case, the
ability to perform movements) are functionally and
anatomically close to the modules executing the
function itself. This is a brain-based model of
consciousness. 

FUNCTIONAL NEUROIMAGING

AND PSYCHOLOGICAL MODELS

I have represented my concerns with purely
psychological models of cognition (see also
Umiltà, this issue), using examples from anatomo-
clinical lesion-based correlation studies. I now
consider functional neuroimaging studies, and
Coltheart’s (2006, this issue) view that little, if any,
contribution from this source of evidence has come
to help in distinguishing between competing
psychological theories. 

The particular example is Shallice and Vallar’s
(1990) proposal of two possible psychological
models of verbal short-term memory (Figure 1a and
1b). The precise functional properties of rehearsal
are of interest here. The model shown in Figure 1a
(Vallar and Cappa, 1987) does not assume that the
same “output” processes are used in rehearsal and
speech production (see also Klapp et al., 1981). The
model shown in Figure 1b – where the processes
involved in the short-term storage of auditory and
visually presented material were placed within the
context of the word-form approach to word
recognition (Shallice and McCarthy, 1985) – did
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not include any differentiation of the processes
underlying the higher stages of speech production
and the corresponding processes in rehearsal.
Reviewing the available neuropsychological
evidence, Shallice and Vallar (1990) did not take
any definite view, although they suggested that
possible candidates for the fractionation view (i.e.,
the distinction between rehearsal and the processes
involved in speech production) were patients with a
preserved auditory span associated with phonemic
errors and reduced phrase length in spontaneous
speech, such as those observed by Damasio and
Damasio (1980).

Further neuropsychological evidence for this
view was the observation that some patients with a
defective auditory-verbal span [patient J.B.
(Shallice and Butterworth, 1977); patient P.V.
(Vallar and Baddeley, 1984)] had a preserved
speech. Particularly, J.B.’s production of
spontaneous speech was preserved, as assessed by
a quantitative analysis of pauses and speech errors.
P.V.’s rate of articulation, that correlates with rate
of rehearsal (Baddeley et al., 1975), was within the
normal range, but she did not make use of the
rehearsal process for the purpose of immediate
retention, as indexed by the absence of the effects
of phonological similarity with visual stimuli, and
of word length (Baddeley et al., 1975, 1984).
These dissociations between defective phonological
short-term memory, including rehearsal (Vallar and
Baddeley, 1984) and speech output, support the
model shown in Figure 1a, where the process of
rehearsal is independent from those involved in the
production of speech. Following a principle of
parsimony, Vallar and Baddeley (1984) suggested
that the observed dissociation between rehearsal of
material held in the phonological store (defective),
and speech production (preserved) could
nevertheless be compatible with model 1b (that
does not include a module specific for rehearsal,
which makes use of components involved in
speech production). Rehearsal was preserved in

Fig. 1 – Three models of phonological short-term memory: a (Vallar and Cappa, 1987), b (Shallice and Vallar, 1990), and c (Vallar
et al., 1997). The phonological short-term store and rehearsal components are shown. Model 1c is brain-based.
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patient P.V., and used for speech production. The
system was not used, however, in an attempt to
convey visual material to the phonological store, or
to refresh corrupted phonological traces, since such
strategies were likely to be ineffective, due to the
functional lesion of the phonological store.

The alternative model (1b), where the
articulatory processes of speech production also
support rehearsal, does not predict the above
mentioned dissociations.

In terms of the anatomical localization of the
process of rehearsal, model 1a (rehearsal is
independent of the processes involved in the
articulatory programming and production of
speech) predicts, in an imaging experiment,
activations in brain areas not involved in the
articulatory planning and production of speech.
Conversely, model 1b (the articulatory processes of
speech production also support rehearsal) predicts a
substantial overlap between the brain regions
involved in rehearsal and those concerned with the
articulatory programming and production of
speech. Two tasks may be used to test these
predictions: i) immediate memory span, that
involves both storage in phonological memory and
rehearsal, being reduced by articulatory
suppression, a task that is assumed to interfere with
the operation of rehearsal (e.g., Baddeley et al.,
1984); ii) phonological judgments (rhyme, stress
assignment, initial sound) that too are affected by
suppression (e.g., Burani et al., 1991). 

A few years later evidence from a neuroimaging
study supported the view that rehearsal and the
pre-motor programming of speech production share
the same brain regions, and, presumably, the same
functional systems. In positron emission
tomography (PET) studies by Paulesu et al. (1993,
1996), the comparison of the patterns of regional
cerebral blood flow during a task engaging both
the phonological short-term store (STS) and the
rehearsal components of phonological memory
(immediate memory for letter sequences), with
those during a task that involved the rehearsal
process only (rhyme judgement for letters; see
Burani et al., 1991), confirmed a localization of the
phonological STS in the left supramarginal gyrus
(area 40) (Shallice and Vallar, 1990; Vallar and
Papagno, 2002), and suggested that the rehearsal
process is localized in the left pre-motor frontal
regions [Brodmann’s areas 44 (Broca’s area), 6,
and the supplementary motor area]. Converging
evidence was subsequently provided by activation
studies using functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) (Henson et al., 2000; Paulesu et
al., 1995). This anatomical localization of the
rehearsal process is compatible with the view that
the re-circulation and refreshment of the memory
trace held in the phonological STS makes use of
systems, such as the phonological output buffer,
supporting model 1b, and not model 1a.

Paulesu et al.’s (1993) study provides an
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example where a functional neuroimaging
experiment “distinguishes” between two different
models. A few years later, these findings were
corroborated by an anatomo-clinical correlation
study (Vallar et al., 1997). A left-brain-damaged
patient with non fluent speech and a pattern of
impairment suggesting a deficit of the rehearsal
component of phonological short-term memory
(among other impairments, a defective performance
in phonological judgments) had a lesion involving
the subcortical premotor and rolandic regions and
the anterior insula (see Dronkers, 1996). The
evidence from functional imaging and lesion
studies supporting functional model 1b is
incorporated in the anatomo-functional model 1c. 

Using data from functional neuroimaging to
adjudicate between competing models (i)
presupposes “that there is some systematic mapping
from psychological function to brain structure”
(Coltheart, 2006, this issue), and (ii) makes use of
localization information (see also example 2 by
Coltheart, unexpected memory testing, and the
study concerning deductive vs. probabilistic
inferences discussed by Cappa, 2006, this issue). In
the present example, model 1b prevailed on the
basis of the localization of the activation foci in the
study of Paulesu et al. (1993). Future
neuroimaging, or lesion-based, neuropsychological
studies may of course fractionate, possibly within
the frontal premotor and insular regions, the
processes of rehearsal and those of speech
production, supporting again model 1a.

EXPERIMENTUM CRUCIS?

Finally, and more generally, Coltheart’s (2006,
this issue) question [is there, or not, as he suggests,
‘functional neuroimaging research to date that has
yielded data that can be used to distinguish (my
italics) between competing psychological theories’]
asks whether or not neuroimaging studies may play
the role of experimentum crucis (Bacon,
1620/2000), that adjudicates between two
competing theories. Coltheart’s (2006, this issue)
view seems to be that it is the behavioural finding
from brain-damaged patients that may instead fulfil
the role of experimentum crucis (see his discussion
of semantic contributions to reading aloud). The
actual possibility of performing an experimentum
crucis has been criticized in the domain of physics.
Duhem (1906) argued that, unlike the case of
geometry, it is virtually impossible to consider all
the hypotheses that might account for a set of
phenomena. Accordingly, no experimentum crucis
adjudicating between two hypotheses is possible.

In the domain of cognitive neuropsychology and
neuroscience, a particular model is preferred to
another one because it is able to account (i.e., is
corroborated by) for a variety of empirical
experimental data, better if based on different
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methods (anatomo-clinical correlation studies,
cognitive electrophysiology, and, yes, neuroimaging
studies), and populations (newborns, children,
neurologically unimpaired adults, elderly subjects,
and brain-damaged patients) (Shallice and Vallar,
1990). This is the converging operations approach
(Garner et al., 1956), where data should be evaluated
in the light of the complete available evidence (see
Caramazza, 1986, with reference to single-patient
studies, and Henson, 2006, this issue).

To conclude, I agree with Coltheart’s (2006, this
issue) claim that data from functional neuroimaging
do not “distinguish”, as experimentum crucis,
between competing psychological models. But this
applies to all the sources of evidence in cognitive
neuroscience, from neuroimaging experiments in
neurologically unimpaired individuals to the
neuropsychological investigation of brain-damaged
patients. Functional neuroimaging studies, as all
other sets of experimental phenomena, may
“support” and “corroborate”, or “be inconsistent
with” a particular model, whose explanatory power
is measured however against the complete set of
available relevant data.
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